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1. KTVU NewsÂ . . Why are some of the web properties on our site not accessible to all users?Â . .
How do I get the NPZ1 home page to show up the first time I visit a page I just added to the
collection?Â . . How do I change the privacy settings for a site in the collection?Â . . How do I link to a
page I just added to the collection?Â . . How do I remove or hide a page from the collection?Â . . How
do I add a child page to a collection?Â . . How do I change the privacy settings for a child page in the
collection?Â . . How do I remove or hide a child page from a collection?Â . . How do I link to a child
page in a collection?Â . . How do I remove the "button collection" and "index for collection" links from
the navigation bar?Â . . How do I add the current time to the navigation bar links?Â . . How do I
change the background color of a collection?Â . 2. Accessibility Features in SharePointÂ . The above
are the User Voice answers that were posted to the customer support forums. Thanks for everyone
that shared their thoughts. A: Most likely, the links to these collections are generated by a sharepoint
content query web part (CQWP). A content query web part creates a view of data from a specified
data source that also includes as an option display of a 'collection' in the navigation bar. If a user
navigates to a page, that page is appended to the list. This is how the navigation bar is populated. If
the user returns to a page that they previously viewed, the CQWP reads the 'collection' pages from
the list that is created. With the CQWP, a new list is created for each set of pages, in this case the
'collection'. The CQWP uses the pages from the list as'source' data and appends each page to the
collection. If the user deleted the 'collection', the CQWP would then detect that, remove the list from
the navigation bar, and remove any pages appended to that collection. You must ensure that the
CQWP is configured such that you have a 'collection' generated for 648931e174
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section Football (From left) Neil Harris, Richard Fleck and Boris Lalonde Championship leaders
Birmingham held on to claim a dramatic win over Blackburn in a pulsating encounter that saw the
teams share five goals. A third-minute header from Jayden Bogle put the visitors in control before
Tom Naylor struck the opener and Bradley Johnson gave them a two-goal cushion. Danny Graham
levelled and then pulled one back, but Lee Grant pulled off a stunning save to deny Thomas Eisfeld.
On the stroke of half-time Naylor side-footed in to restore the visitors' lead and goalkeeper Alan
Marriott headed off target from a corner. But there was a single goal in it as Lewis Wing's pass set up
a flying run by Harry Forrester to score. Blackburn boss Steve Kean said: "I'm disappointed with the
goal and that's the one that's going to define this game. "If that's the way we want to play football I
don't think anybody will enjoy it but that's not Blackburn. "We had enough chances to win the
game." Birmingham head coach Neil Harris told BBC WM: "To me I thought it was a very good
football match and it's very positive that we've still got a game in hand, we haven't given up the
fight and we look to see how we can go on and get points on the board. "There was a lot of hard
work, sweat and blood
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